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Unit Selection: Concept

 We habe a speech database consists of 1000s of 
segments from a single voice talent

 There might be thousands instances of each phoneme in the 

database

 

 The synthesis of speech is done by concatenating the 
best appropiate units of speech in the database

 Problem 1: Define unit

- Unit size: syllable, segment, diphone, triphone...
 Problem 2: Define best
 (Problem 3: define appropriate, optimization)



Goodness of a candidate unit: target cost

 To define the appropriateness of a candidate phone (an 
instance of the phoneme) typically two values are used

 target cost tells us how good the instance itself is, 
regarding...

 ...duration of the candidate vs duration from the duration 

model
 ...f0 zero contour of the candidate vs the f0 contour given by 

the f0 model
 ...Phonetic/linguictic variable (stressedness, position within 

word, onset/coda, etc)
 ...



Goodness of a candidate unit: join cost

 The (mis)match of this candidate unit and each of the 
candidates for the previous phoneme; join cost

 Similiarity at the cut-off point
 Amplitude
 F0
 Signal level (esim. Mel cepstra)
 ...

 Two successive units from the same utterance have no 
join cost (Black&Hunt)

 No cut-off point, just continuity



Appropriateness of the candidate

 The voice database might have, say, 4000 candidates for 
phoneme a

 Join cost -calculcations for two successive soundsl:
 The number of candidates of 1st phoneme * the number of 

candidates for the 2nd phoneme
 Might become too slow with large databases
 Try to remove least appropraite candidates beforehand

 Context, take only the most suitables:
 Use longer chunks if possible

-Common morphological chunks are typically longer

- Finnish: -ssA, -ltA, -tAAn



Appropriateness of the candidate II

 No longer chunks, but plenty of candidates available
 Eg. 100 diphones, 10 triphones

- Not 100% sure that we have a good concatenation with 

from only 10 RHS candidates

- However, 100 is quite a lot

- No correct answer for what's enough

- I'd go for 30 (balance between CPU time and TTS 

quality)
 So lets remove some:

- Take only the (un)stressed candidates

- Take only aspirated ones

- Take word initial candidates

- (same criteria can be used for target cost)



Coarticulation

 Last week I told that r is the hardest phoneme to 
synthesize in Finnish, due to coarticulation

 Solution for Unit Selection
 Try to find triphone-sized units with r in the middle
 Join point can/will be only within the previous and following 

instances

- Typically unit selection uses diphone-sized units as well

 Similar tactics for other unit with heavy co-articualtion as 
well

 Phoneme h in Finnish



Limiting the number of candidates 
automatically

 Compare candidates of a phoneme to each other
 Eg. mel cepstra

 Use statistical methods to split candidates into smaller 
groups based on similarity

 Pruning: Most dissimilar candidates in a group can be 
deleted

 Probably too dissimilar from anything else
 Problem: leftover group
 Can be done when building the TTS engine

- Bad candidates no longer in the db

- Smaller & faster engine



Festival's clunits

 Uses CART-trees

 Say 40 candidates in a leaf

 Supports pruning
 



Unit selection vs diphone synthesis

 Unit enconding method can be same

 Typically both support f0 and duration manipulation 
(changing the number of pitch periods and sizes of 
individual pitch periods)

 However, unit selection often relies on finding candidates 

with proper dur and f0 in the database

- Well-defined target cost should select them
 Unit selection engines typically do some smoothing at 

concatenation boundaries



Selection of concatenation boundaries with a 
phone

 Typical case: there is at least diphonic match
 Boundary can appear anywhere within the phone

- We can calculate the join cost for every pitch period 

within the candidate phoneme
 Mid-point is still the typically best concatenation point

- Same arguments as in diphone synthesis apply

 Worst-case scenario: not diphonic
 Must concatenate at the segment boundary
 Very very rare, only if database does not contain the 

diphonic versions at all

- Might happen with two very rare consecutive phonemes 

in a badly designed db



Case: Festival, clunits, US Eng. arctic 
databases

 Typically target cost uses only mel cepstum (cart trees)

 Also join cost uses on mel cepstrum by default

 Uses whatever dur and f0 the database just happens to 
give

 Read rather monotonically, so f0 and amplitude are pretty 
good most of the time

 No short/long duration in Englisg



Viterbi-algorithm

 A modified viterbi-algorithm to find the best path through 
the candidates

 Fast

 Nodes: candidates (target costs)

 Transitions (join costs)
 Atypically for Viterbi the transitions have weights
 Similar to WFST in that sense

 Simple, but next to impossible to explain in few lines



Simulating the algorithm

 Round 1
 Mark the target costs for each candidate for 1st phoneme

 Round 2
 Mark the cost of the best path to each candidate for 2nd 

phoneme
- Cheapest target cost of candidate for 1st phoneme + join 

cost between candidate for 1st phoneme and 2nd 

phoneme + target cost of candidate for 2nd phoneme

 Apply recursively
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